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Introduction
ZEN BOW begins publication here of a travel diary kept during the pilgrimage led by Philip Kapleau to India and Japan in the winter of 1970.
Sensei was accompanied by Hugh Curran and Pat Simons, two residents at
the Center, and by Bob Knebel, a member from Rochester. Leaving on Feb~uary 14, we stopped in London and Istanbul; then on to India and Thailand. From Thailand we flew to Japan. Sensei arrived home by air on
April 24 and the rest by truck 10 days later, having shipped into San
Francisco the week before.
This first installment will cover the trip from England to Turkey.
Our visits to these two countries served really to prepare us for India
and Japan. And what was the purpose of the pilgrimage? It was, as Sensei said upon his return, to become acquainted or--in his case--reacquainted with those countries where the Buddha's teaching first appeared
and flourished. It was to see the remnants of past great Buddhist cultures and meet spiritually evolved Buddhists (as well as developed people
in other traditions) of the present day, and to report all this back to
the Center. What the trip thus provided was an education in zeal and
commitment. The artistic legacy of our Buddhist past is immense and
vital, especially seen against the human suffering and cultural decay of
India or the new wealth of industrial Japan. Similarly, the serious
practice of zazen seemed to stand out--in its few appearances--like so
many jewels set in the sun. But simply enough the pilgrimage established
that the Buddha's teaching once actually did sway whole nations and
peoples. It set them to carving rock and promulgating laws, ordering
societies, cultivating faith and practicing concentration of mind. There
in those relics, statues and shards alike, lay the abstraction on the
pages we had read, bodied forth in stone--and somehow they seemed to put
away certain doubts forever. In the end they sent us home with the firm
conviction that the Buddha's teaching has as necessary and natural a
place in our own suffering country as it ever did in those Asian places
which now seem so distant and lost in the mist of some vaguely remembered dream.

''Tl,e mind

offAe. 2era o..de.pti~ to.vf-reAdy //k.e o.. dro.w11 how.''

Prelude: London and Istanbul
February 14, 1970
The four pilgrims: finally out over
the Atlantic after effusive goodbyes at
Monroe County Airport (it seemed the
whole sangha came to see us off) and
slight delays in New York.
Outside, the coast line and Long lsland Sound drop away. A white thread
on the ocean surface tracks the wake of
a trawler going out for the day. Even
though traveling with one's teacher and
friends, one still feels a slight sensation of being pulled up by the roots
--like a plant from the soil which has
nurtured it. One's ties to the sangha,
attachments if you will, come up with
surprising strength. Carpentry and the
difficulties of daily practice seem to
have blinded one to the emotions which
grow, willy-nilly, in appreciation for
the hard work of one's spiritual brothers and sisters.

Some years ago, when a soldier in
India, Mr. Harding had experienced what
he calls 'having no head.' In his book
he describes the experience and then
explores its implications. Tracing the
beginning of his search for self-knowledge back to 'a boyhood feeling of
cosmic wonder and astonishment, a sense
of the improbability of anyone or anything whatever existing' (p. 41), he
tells how it led him to a long course
of study and introspection which only
seemed to deepen the mystery. Eventually however his intellectual effort
took him beyond the intellect to what
he felt, paradoxically, was true knowledge of his being:
I had for several months been
absorbed in the question: what
am I? The fact that I happened
to be walking in the Himalayas
at the time probably had little
to do with it, though in that
country unusual states of mind
are said to come more easily.
However that may be, a very
still clear day, and a view
from the ridge where I stood,
over misty blue valleys to
the highest mountain range in
the world,. with Kangchenjunga
and i verest unprominent among
. its snow-peaks, made a setting
worthy of the grandest vision.

Sunset at 35,000 feet. To the i ast:
night, and a great rededication awaiting us. To the West: darkening blue, a
band of clouds and a vermillion streak
riding the curve of the Earth.
Now the darkness deep~ns. A scattered carpet of clouds below--dimly lit
puffs--floats over the black mid-winter
Atlantic. Turning out the reading ·
light above the seat, one can see the
stars against the black-cauldron sky,
the cabin reflected in the glass, and
on the wing, a luminescent spot reflecting the moon. Tomorrow there is
London and a visit with Douglas Harding, author of the book ON HAVING NO
HEAD (Buddhist Society, London, 1961).
For now, no particular thoughts about
the places and people that lie beyond,
which is--again--surprising.

What actually happened was something absurdly simple and unspectacular: I stopped thinking. A peculiar quiet, an odd
kind of alert limpness or numbness, came over me. Reason and
imagination and all mental chatter died down. For once, words
really failed me. Past and
future dropped away. I forgot
who and what I was, my name,
manhood, animalhood, all that
could be called mine. It was as
if I had been born that instant,
brand new, mindless, innocent
of all memories. There existed
only the Now, that present moment and what was clearly given

February 15
Today Sensei and Bob visited Douglas
Harding in Ipswich, a small town outside
London. They had dinner with Harding
and some of his followers. Their dinner-table conversation was taped and
sent back to the Center.
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in it. To look was enough.
And what I found in khaki trouser-legs terminating downwards
in a pair of brown shoes, khaki
sleeves terminating sideways in
a pair of pink hands, and a
khaki shirtfront terminating
upwards in--absolutely nothing
whatever! Certainly not in a
head.

tices," one of his followers went on,
"just the practice of seeing ••• seeing
who I am. 11
This almost casual attitude toward
spiritual training adopted by Mr.
Harding and his followers seemed a
startling contrast, however, to that
urged on his monks by the Buddha:
One should with clenched teeth,
and with tongue pressing on
palate, subdue, crush and
overpower the mind by the mind,
just as if a strong man, having
taken a very weak man by the
head or shoulders, were to subdue him, crush him, and overpower him. Then the bad harmful thoughts connected with
desire, hate, and delusion,
will pass away, disappear. (2)

It took me no time at all to
notice that this nothing, this
hole where a head should have
been, was no ordinary vacancy,
no mere nothing. On the contrary, it was very occupied.
It was a vast emptiness vastly
filled, a nothing that found
room for everything--room for
grass, trees, shadowy distant
hills, and far above them snowpeaks like a row of angular
clouds riding the blue sky.
I had lost a head and gained
a world. (pp. 5-6).
At the dinner table in Ipswich the
question of practice naturally arose.
First, members of Harding's group said
that their training could best be described as 'no practice.' They called
it a kind of 'two-way looking' in which,
'face to no-face,' one simultaneously
sees what he is looking at and at the
same time what he is looking out of. A
person looking in this manner is able
to see his own absence, they said.
Harding then said that such 'interior
clarity' is readily available to one in
all life situations. Sensei asked if
Harding was not setting up a dualism between what he called the 'speckless
source' of his perceptions and the object of them. "We're not concerned
with overlooking our existence," Harding
replied. "We're concerned with seeing
our absence." In this regard he mentioned with approval Zen Master Dogen's
saying: 'To concentrate on Buddhism is
to concentrate on the self; to concentrate on the self is to forget the
self.' ( 1) "The great thing for us is
to see our absence," Harding said, "and
strangely this is somehow also forgetting the self." "There are no prac-
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The conversation finally touched upon
other differences between Harding's work
and Zen teaching. Se~sei asked one of
Harding's students who had said that he
knew who he was to demonstrate his knowledge without using words and concepts.
The man could not. Sensei then indicated how a Zen teacher might question a
student to see if he could communicate
wordlessly. By way of illustration he
related the koan, "Kyogen's Man Up a
Tree." In it a man hangs by his teeth
from the branch of a tree which extends
out over a cliff. Someone below asks
him about the essence of Buddhism. To
speak would mean to fall and incur
injury. To remain silent would be to
fail in his duty to the questioner.
Sensei stressed that the Zen student's
ability to respond 'correctly' to such a
'problem' was the indication to his
teacher whether he had actually experienced some degree of Awakening.
Sensei then asked Harding how HE distinguished between those who actually
have realized something and those who
only think they have. Harding said that
he does not test people but feels it
'quite apparent' when a person has or
has not 'seen' anything. "I don't want
to make people see this," Harding said,
11 1 just want to love them as they are."

"'~

February 16
Coming into Istanbul on an early
morning jet from London, we ride high
above a shoreline. To the right--a
great expanse of water whose name we
don't know. To the left, sprawling to
the horizon, a tartan of interlocking
green and red. rectangles--damp fro_rn recent rain. Broken cloud cover. The
water, in concentric bands, modulates
from a rich turquoise to yellow-ochregreens by the shore, where white lines
of surf mark its agitated encounter with
solid ground. The sky, bright, the
cloud cover more dense, we descend toward and finally over the red roofs of
the city.

we pass sheepherders and their flocks, a
pa,r ade of Coca-Cola signs and the great
wall of the ancient city of Constantinople (founded by Constantine, the first
Christian Emperor of Rome). One i ,s
struck generally by the poverty, the
predominance of Western dress (having
somehow expected robes and fezes), and
the general absence of women. Also one
had expected the men to be bearded; at
most they sport mustaches, but these are
common.
Our hotel, clearly built for tourists, is pleasant and moderately priced.
It could be found in any middle western American city. The people behind the
desk leave no particular impression ex~
cept excessive courtesy. One boy--about
16 years old--who acts as a sort of
bell-hop, smiles naturally and easily.

The land rises to meet us--in mounds
of green--the exposed earth-RED, RED!
To the left a peninsula, and, beyond, a
channel of water--the Bosporus--that
still separates us from Asia.

Presently Tufan arrives; Roly-poly,
bearing an Othello-like mustache and
goatee, he is 21 and amiable. Although
reserved at first he will warm over the
ensuing two days until, on the afternoon
of our departure, he is teary-eyed at
seeing us go. As are we! After Tufan
gleans news of Bekir and family, he
leads us forth into the damp evening
streets of Istanbul for some supper and
a further look at the city.

The rooftops now are obviously red
tile: houses, a sports stadium, apartment complexes. · Now roads, cars, trucks,
people. Finally landing--the vibrations
outside the plane are overwhelmingly
intense.
We disembark. We enter the air terminal and are met after some confusion
by a tall young man who hands us a note:

At the restaurant, supper itself
proves skimpy, since we are vegetarians
in a decidedly carnivorous country
(lamb). We pay our bill and exit up one
of the neighborhood's crowded main drags
to Taksim Square, which functions as
Istanbul's Times Square. On route we
buy some Turkish Halvah (spelled Helva)
which is quite different fr-0m the Greek
version, having little honey and much
white sugar and reminding us of some
Halvah-loving friends at home. Eventually we wander back to our hotel, where
Tufan leaves us until tomorrow.

Dear Sirs,
I'm very sorry for I was
not able to come to meet you,
but I'm sure that you'll feel
O.K. with my friend Dara, who
gave you this letter. He'll
take you to your hotel, HOTEL
INKA. I'll try to be there
by 5 o'clock to meet you.
Yours sincerely,
Tufan Arpag

We have only been here six hours.
Still we are overwhelmed by the people
of the city. They are like so many
Roman Candles in various states of eruption, some just lit, some roaring, some
sputtering out. Their eyes look terribly ancient--even those of the children.
Only two kids seen so far, in fact, have
looked innocent and young. The rest

Tufan is the nephew of Bekir Arpag,
whose wife, Sally, is a member of the
Center. Tufan will be, thanks to Bekir
and Sally, our guide and companion in
Istanbul.
Dara gets all of us and our baggage
into a small taxi and we drive off toward the center of the city. On the way
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Mosque and visit while he continues on
to arrange a meeting. We agree.

carry their karma in their eyes--from
MANY past lives, it would seem--and,
judging from their elders, will change
over the years only in their bodies,
appearing already painfully raged and
world-weary, though ferociously so.

Slipping off our shoes, we enter the
mosque. It is dazzling: great areas of
mosaic--mostly deep shades of blue, gold
and green adorned with the intricate
convolutions of Arabic calligraphy-decorate the arching vaults ?f the domed
room. However solemn and grim Moslem
culture may seem, THIS architecture is a
call to song in praise of Allah. The
immensity of the mosque itself, the
shimmering polychrome that sprawls
across its surfaces, the red carpets
that cover the entire floor and the mag1 ical pattern of Islamic
lettering that
fills the upper central dome and spills
down toward its four huge columns, literally takes our breath away.

February 17
Rising early to another cloudy day,
we eat and return to the-hotel to meet
Tufan. We explained to him last night
that our two main reasons for coming
here were to see the city (primarily the
mosques) and to try and meet a spiritually evolved teacher of religious practice in Sufism, the mystical sect of
Islam. We decide this morning to try
and find the Sufi (we have the name of
one Hassan Susud, who is reported to
be living in or around Istanbul). Then,
if there is time, we can visit the
mosques.

A service, quiet and solemn, punctu-

A look through the local telephone
book and a journey to the local police
turn up a lead to the imam (pastor) of
a local orthodox mosque. From the
~osque we are sent on a long walk
through the hilly back streets of the
city. (Tufan says that th~ alley NEXT
TO THE POLICE STATION--and in fact, many
of these back streets--is a 'robber's
roost,• abounding with pimps, murderers,
thieves, prostitutes, marijuana pushers).
Our tortuous parade--we tend to string
out--leads finally to a private alley
ascending a slope to a Sufi mosque.
Tufan enters in search of the head man.
~fter a while he returns sweating and
green about the gills. Today is the
name day of an Islamic saint and sheep
are being slaughtered inside for the
sacrifice by which Istanbul's rich donate a feast to the city's poor. Tufan
calls up to an open window. In a few
minutes a thin mustachio'd young man
comes down, and after much talk, with
Tufan translating into broken English,
we learn that he knows of two Sufis,
neither of them Hassan Susud.

I

No matter. We pile on a local bus
(along with the thin young man, a sort
of secretary-treasurer for hii group) in
search of them. Our guide suggests that
we get off .at the world-renowned Blue

I

ated by the nasal droning of a priest
and ritual prostrations of the devotees
towards Mecca, is going on.' - Standing at
the back, barefoot on the vast red rug,
we listen and watch until the service
ends. We follow the worshippers out,
and stopping at the door for one more
look, fall into a pidgin English-sign
language conversation with two smiling
old men. ~ Both have warm leathery faces.
One is a Turk, the other a Moslem pilgrim from Romania. We tell them we are
American Buddhists. Among us there is
for a moment a deep sense of brotherhood
and mutual purpose. It comes beaming
from their eyes and shoots us through
with the affection inspired in them--and
us--by this great building and the
prayers that inhabit it.
Out into the bright sunlight we proceed to meet our Sufi guide. He takes
us across town to the house of one
te~cher who, it turns out, is not at
home, Continuing our search we crisscross the city several more times, passing through a hailstorm. Sensei laughs
and says we must be getting close as
Allah is obviously testing us, but all
we meet are some straight evangelicaltype Moslems. They are very kind but
can do no more than supply us with rather dry pamphlets. The conclusion is
reached at last that there are no genuine teachers of Sufi mystic practice to
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be found in Istanbul, though we have
learned that there may be one or two in
the countryside of western Turkey--which
of course doesn't do us much good. But
all is not lost, as a desperation phone
call finally succeeds in arranging a
meeting tomorrow with a scholar of
Mohammedanism from Istanbul University.
He has kindly agreed to come to our
hotel room tomorrow night to talk with
us about Sufism. Accepting this gratefully, we part with the young Sufi, who
will be at tomorrow's meeting. After
one more mosque and the Hagya Sofia
(closed until tomorrow) we return to
the Inka.
February 18
Tufan arrives at 10:30. Tonight we
meet the Moslem scholar. Today will be
devoted to sightseeing.
First on the itinerary is the great
Galata Tower, a 6th century fortress
with granite walls 12 feet thick. It
is perched on one of the city's highest
hills and commands, from a height of
61 meters, a v~ew of the Bosporus, Marmara, and Golden Horn, the three converging bodies of water that form Istanbul harbor.

Leaving St. Sophia, we go around the
corner to Topkapi Palace, where a movie
bearing its name was made a few years
ago. Topkapi was built in the 15th century by Sultan Muhammed II, the Conqueror, who felt Istanbul lacked a palace
befitting a su1ltan. The palace grounds
impress us immediately for 'the imagination with which they are arranged. At
their perimeter the stone walkways form
a rectangle, but elsewhere the great
open courtyard is crisscrossed by long
wide walks running at oblique angles
to each other. The effect is one of
great space.
Inside, the museum is remarkable for
several reaspns. First, the displays are
overcrowded, a veritable glut of art.
Second, the sultanates which amassed
this fortune in armor, cloth, ceramics,
paintings, precious metals and gems must
have been very powerful. Finally, judging by the kinds of foreign styles represented in the collection, the Sultan's
aesthetic sense ran to the cloying and
the garish.
Even the discipline of the
architecture seems the product of selfconscious intentionality rather than a
natural r~serve.
We eat supper at the museum, returning to our hotel about six. There we
await the arrival of the Moslem professor. He turns out to be stocky, energetic and somewhat tense. An assistant
professor (Islamic religious law) at
Istanbul University, he holds a Ph.D.

Next comes a bus trip to Hagya Sofia
(St. Sophia), a B~zantine church which
later Islamic conquerors turned into a
mosque. Today it is a museum. The
Islamic warriors who conquered Constantinople covered over the bright Byzantine mo~aics with somewhat uninspiring
floral designs painted in fresco, but
judging from the areas of mosaic exposed
where the fresco mortar has been
stripped away from the walls, there must
be gallery upon gallery of the most
dazzling mosaics underneath. Still, the
church is impressive just for its gargantuan scale and the 17 centuries of
use that have worn its , massive granite
thresholds down 15 inches and filled it
with such intensity. The religious
practice which inspired the colors here
must have been equally as strong as that
in the Blue Mosque: the commanding figures of Christ and the Church fathers
stare down at us with the 'black piercing eyes' of Zen masters.

The four of us pepper Professor with questions. His answers, while
those of a scholar rather than a practicer of Sufism, are generally helpful
and relate much of particular interest
to Zen Buddhists.
First of all, Sufic practice, like
Zen practice, involves an intimate
student~teacher relationship based on
strict adherence by the student to the
teacher's admonitions. Also, Sufism,
like Zen, stresses the spirit rather
than the letter of the Law. Example:
the first word of the Mohammedan Holy
book, the ~ORAN, is 'Read,' an imperative, or injunction, from Allah (God)
to the devotee. Most Moslems interpret this ~njunction to mean 'read
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books.' Sufis say it means 'Read your
own ·heart.'

nebulous in meaning and application in
Turkey as sensei and roshi are in America and Japan. Zen students will recognize ,,a Sufi's difficulties in this
and sympathize.

Thus, Sufi teaching is transmitted
heart to heart' rather than through
verbal explanations. It does not need
to employ an organizational structure
other than the one-to-one teacher-disciple relationship for its transmission.
This is true even though during the Ottoman Empire there were great Sufi
centers (later suppressed by Attaturk,
the modern Turkish George Washington,
because they probably fostered too much
independence of mind to suit his political views).
1

Finally, while the urge for direct,
personal religious experience on the
part of young men and women in America
and Japan seems on the upswing, this is
apparently not so in Turkey. Nor, apparently, are Turks, young or old, much
involved in drugs such as hashish, marijuana and LSD as are their American
peers. This surprises us since hashish
comes from this part of the world, but
out of politeness we refrain from pursuing the point further.

Moslem practice concerns itself generally with body postures like those
used in Zen. An erect (though not ramrod) back is called for whether, during
worship services, one stands or sits
kneeling on one's haunches. When standing, the abdomen just below the navel
(hara or tanden in Zen) is thrust forward with the hands clasped--right over
left--across it.

After his generous outpouring of information, our guest looks a little
tired. We invite him to stay for some
Turkish coffee, which is soon brought
up. We all chat amiably until about
11:00 p.m. at which time our guest
leaves with our many thanks trailing him
out the door. Then we are off to bed.

As to titles: the word sheikh (pron.
'shake' but with 1 k 1 pronounced as a
guttural 1 gh 1 at the back of the throat)
designates a Sufi teacher or, less commonly, the owner of at least three towns
in eastern Turkey. (The word 'imam' refers to a non-Sufic Moslem teacher.)
The definition he~e seems about as
strict as can be given for these two
words, BUT, M r . - strongly implies,
in actual practice nowadays a Moslem
will use the term 'sheikh' for ANY
teacher whom he feels has spiritual
power. It is obvious that the terms
of respect for Sufi teachers have devolved to such a point that they are as

Tomorrow--New Delhi!
Notes
(1) ln THE THREE PILLARS OF ZEN (p. 16)
this quotation is translated as: 1 To
learn the Way of the Buddha is to learn
about oneself. To learn about oneself
is to forget oneself ••• ,
/

(2) The Satipatthana Sutta of the· Majjhima Nikaya (translated by Soma Maha
Thera in his booklet Foundations of Mindfulness, p. iii), quoted in THE THREE
PILLARS OF ZEN (p. 89).

ZEN MASTER DOGEN
When Zen Master Dagen returned to Japan from three years in China he was asked
what mementos he had brought back for his friends. He replied, 11 1 have returned
Home with empty hands. I retain no trace of Buddhism. I say only this: my eyes
are horizontal, my nose is vertical."
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A. LETTER
The events described in the following letter took place during a Rochester sesshin over a year ago. They were noted shortly afterwards but not written out until
recently, when this account was presented to Philip Kapleau. The letter is reproduced not as an exampl~ of enlightenment. It is printed to show what someone can
accomplish in a single sesshin if he has a strong desire to do so.
January 1970

Thursday morning a little more energy began beating inside me, but it
washed out on Thursday noon when I had
to repair some plumbing. Still, the
energy was building up. But the pain
, in my knees was · also growing stronger.
I had counted on it leveling off after
the third day, but it seemed to increase. I tried being one with the
pain. I pressed hard, but my concentration did not improve. Pressing
deeper and deeper and straining, I determined to see it through. And if
nothing came of the sesshin, well, perhaps some other way than Zen was mine.

Dear Sensei,
There are a thousand reasons for
writing this, among them gratitude for
the guidance you have given me. There
are no words to express my thanks.
They all sound trite to me, because
what I feel is so much deeper.
Another reason for writing this is
that I didn't get a chance during the
sesshin to describe to you the makyo
which I had--one which affected me so
deeply that I think you should know its
details in order to better guide me in
the future.
How to begin? How, in the light of
a cold dawn, does one describe the
heights and depths of emotions in times
gone by? At best I can only use metaphors. The;r will, of course, b~ egocentric, for ego is the only part of
this more sober person now capable of
writing, but it must transmit the memory of what that other person, my Mu
Self, experienced.
The first few days of the sesshin
were disappointing. Others seemed to
be achieving something; I was nowhere-stuck. I raised the basic question in
dokusan with you, 'ls Zen really MY
way?' and expressed the hope that out
of this sesshin would come a clear indication.
I was unable to keep my thoughts on
Mu and by the evening of the third day
felt some depression. After returning ,
from a walk with ,my wife, I saw her go
into the zendo and felt, 'I cannot follow; there is nothing for me there.
She is going her own way.' But then,
after getting into my pajamas, a deter•
mination that 11 won't quit; I will
follow after her' carried me again
' downstairs, but I soon went to bed because my concentration was stymied.

On Friday morning the man on my
right seemed one of the noisiest in the
zendo. Wrestling with my pain, I resented his noise. His breathing was
out of tune with mine; I finally sort
of sat back and said, 'Oh, the hell
with it.' I relaxed and let his Muing
be my_Muing. I let my mind go blank
and he Mued for me. There was no
strain. I guess I also really didn't
notice the pain quite as much. So he
Mued, my mind stayed bl~nk and became
strongly concentrated. Now Mu was
clearly the center of my attention.
Old ego pranced around the exterior,
saying, 'Oh, that's good; that's very
fine!' and all sorts of remarks. But
something in me said, 'Shut up! Only
Mu!' Still, for the most part I was
able to keep ego on the exterior. Not
that I was unaware of its activities,
but it didn't take over. I wasn't all
with Mu but at least Mu was on center
stage and the thoughts--the ego prancing around on the outside--w~re not
disastrous. At..one point I gave a
chuckle. No, I think it may have been
something more than that--a ~airly deep
chuckle. I wasn't thinking of anything
funny at all--just Mu--so I suppose it
must have been Mu that chuckled. But
now the ego was becoming more and more
proud.
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When the afternoon sitting began I
was able to concentrate more and more
on Mu. And the ego thoughts, while
still there, seemed increasingly on the
outside. I had done this all in a very
relaxed state. I was sitting in a way
that was relatively comfortable, considering that four days had passed,
and I had just one sitting position
to use. At any rate, this afternoon
the pain seemed below the level of
consciousness, and I just relaxed and
let Mu do what Mu wanted. Which was
to laugh. When I laughed it was a
deep hara laugh but, there was nothing
funny in my mind at all. Mu was just
laughing. Pretty soon I knew that
much more than just laughter was
going on. I was feeling, as you
might say of a drunk soul, no pain
at all. I think I might have cried
some too. Again, no sad thoughts but
a deep hara cry. And I could see that
they were one and the same--the laugh
and the cry. They had the same source,
and they were as nothing. During kinbin I almost floated around the room.
And I suppose my face wore what an
outsider would call a 'shit-eating
grin.' After the kinhin of the next
sitting, Mu began to laugh louder and
more often, and my ego-mind was telling
me that this really wasn't very proper.
I thought about going out to the garage--but what would poor Maree think,
having this bellowing jackass out in
the other room there? When Hugh came
and tried to calm me down a bit, I
immediately jumped . up, grabbed my
pillows and walked to the zendo door.
Hugh followed me out and in the hall
I embraced him, feeling great love-love not just for him but· for all the
world. I think he was taken aback
somewhat. He asked, "Are you all
right?" Happily I just waved him
aside and proceeded up the stairs to
the room over the kitchen, which seemed
far enough away from the zendo that I
wouldn't disturb others. Closing both
of the upstairs doors, I went over to
the bed in the far corner, knelt down,
and there I Mued to my heart's delight.

cent experience of my life occurred.
It was many times greater, deeper, more
exciting than sex. It was absolutely
magnificent. I w·a s searching into Mu
for my true nature. In a flash--just
one brief flash--! saw that this world,
this mask of myself, was an illusion
and that my true nature was one of infinite joy, and that everything else
was a joke. Now I truly had something
to laugh at, and I don't think I ever
laughed more ~eeply with greater Mu
than at this fabulous joke. And along
with this I was simply filled with joy.
I knew how Scrooge felt on Christmas morning when the boy told him that
yes, it was still Christmas, because I
still had time--time in the sesshin-time in my life to take advantage of
this great joy. I wasn't the dour old
man, the stern and angry father, that
this shell--this mask of an exterior-presented me as. I had discovered that
in the depths of Buddha-nature was-oh, joy isn't a good enough word, but
I don't know any other. Oh, I was
just filled with it, I rocked back and
forth. My arms swung with the freedom
that couldn't keep , pent up, and oh how
beautiful to have that room up there
where I thought I wasn't disturbing
\ others. I could swing my arms with a
real abandonment that just had to be
expressed, and laugh at this marvelous
joke. I laughed and laughed but felt
no pain. A good gut laugh in the past
has always resulted in pain but now
there was none at all, just Mu--the
funniest, pleasurable, joyous Mu, one
beyond my wildest imagination.
I'm sure an outsider would have
likened me to the great lover of 11 A
Midsummer Night I s Dream,'' who was
turned into a donkey. It was the most
magnificent experience of my life. My
joy overflowed. It turned into love
everything and everybody. When
the kinhin bell rang downstairs, I
danced around up there in my little
room--a kinhin such as I am sure
Arnold Park had never seen before.

fol

My ego-mind was not absent during
all of this. It darted around the exterior saying, 'How wonderful?' and
other things. And then it remembered

I laughed deep laughs, and Mued
out loud; and there the most magnifi-
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the warnings that you had given. It
told me this was makyo. But I couldn't
distinguish between Mu and joy, and I
s uppose that I went with the joy. It
was, after all, a most startling thing
to find, even though I had been warned
it might happen. Words could not have
prepa~ed me for such an overpowering
experience.

And I knew where I had missed at the
height. I had been just so carried
away with the joy that I didn't properly press into Mu--so until supper I
tried to stay with Mu pressing straight
into it. For all I could do however,
the rhythm of Mu got slower and slower
as we went into calisthenics, and then
chanting, and the meal hour.

Finally the swinging sort of slowed
down, the swaying stopped and I just
sat there bursting with joy with my
shit-eating grin.

Now began a scene of tragic comedy.
As I sat in a chair in the dining room
after supper trying to get back to this
wonderful Mu, the ego stepped in with
all kinds of exciting thoughts about ·
how great it had been to be there and
how we would write it up, and how we
could describe it, and a hundred other
things, so that I couldn't concentrate
on Mu.
'0 what fools these mortals
be,' said Puck. How true. My ego
would take the MEMORY of a magnificent
experience instead of joining back
into it again. It would substit4te
illusion for reality. I tried to concentrate on Mu. The struggle that
ensued must certainly go down as one
of the great non-physical tortures of
the human mind--to sit there convinced
that you can achieve ecstasy simply by
concentrating on Mu in a relaxed fashion, and yet be diverted by the ego's
desire to write a diary or story.
Still, that's what I did.

Then the thought came to me, 'Oh,
all those people down there in pain
and there's this wonderful Mu that's
found _by just relaxing and not straining.' I was climbing your mountain,
but maybe I was on another side of it.
I don't know, but I had reached a magnificent plateau that stuck out just
above the clouds and gave me my first
view. I knew that the climb was worthwhile. But my ego <lid serve a real
purpose: it warned me that this isn't
the top, that the flash that my true
nature was joy indicated a way to the
summit. I didn't get the impression
that the flash was enlightenment or
even that I had seen Mu, but rather
that it was a taste of something to
come; and oh, if the makyo was this
good, what must the other be? And I
was indeed thirsty for it. I wished
to give the love I felt to the whole
zendo. I wanted to go prancing in and
call out, 'Hey you cats! There I s a
great wonderful Mu, a Mu of Joy waiting
for you if you can just relax.' But
my ego restrained me, indicating that
this would simply disturb people who
were on other paths. So I went to
dokusan to tell you about it.

Actually, I tried to make a deal
with the ego: 'You can write up the
story afterwards, when the sesshin is
over, if you will let me experience it
now.'
Still I needed the ego in some ways.
It knew the warnings and was needed in
a way to help me concentrate on Mu.
But when it occupied center stage and
prevented me from thinking about Mu,
my frustration was extreme. My situation was like that of a man with a
broken leg who had to convince his
shrewish wife to carry him on her back
to see his mistress and when they got
there to stand outside the door and
help him with his lovemaking by commenting on his technique. It was a
very difficult task to convince my ego
to do.

In the dokusan line I couldn't keep
my place. When anyone came in behind
me, I just had to let them in in front
of me, I was just so filled with love
for them. I'm sure this perhaps surprised some of them very much, but I
couldn't help it. So I didn't get to
see you that dokusan. It didn't seem
very vital. I knew I was just having
a makyo and that you probably had heard
enough makyos for one day, as it was.
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Finally sitting began and gradually
I had more and more success in wooing
Mu. And wooing is the right word, for
Mu was a shy mistress who had to be
coaxed in order to be seduced. And my
lover's sigh--the word H.u uttered
softly from the hara--contained all my
longings and desire. From outside · the
door jealous ego offered much advice.
I stayed relaxed and gradually Mu
melted. Dokusan rang, and I danced in
to explain briefly what had happened
and to ask your permission to continue
pursuing this wonderful Mu in the
hopes that this time I could avoid its
machinations. You consented. I danced
to my seat where I gathered up my cushions.' And with all the eagerness of a
stud dog being turned loose to do his
work, I pranced out of the zendo and
dashed upstairs to my love-nest. There
I swung with Mu with wild abandon, experiencing again that boundless joy and
love. Ego still maneuvered around the
outside with words of caution, some
well-founded, as I thoroughly absorbed
this wonderful Mu. My plan was this:
as the pleasure began to satiate I
would bore harder into Mu and try to
differentiate Mu from the joy Nu had
brought me. But ego was very sly, producing innumerable witty descriptions,
most of which are now forgotten. And
its blandishments worked. My attention was diverted.

so apparently • . And yet magic was missing. Which created fear. Maybe I
couldn't get back to that wonderful place.
· The fear then produced tension. Recognizing this, I tried to relax more and to
wish less to return to this particular
makyo; to accept whatever Mu should now
come up. But even this didn't help. The
intensity simply faded.
I was of course grateful and still
filled with some of the love and joy of
the night be:fore. After all, I had
achieved my goal for this sesshin. I had
found a clear sign, one beyond my wildest
dreams. I would stay in Zen for life if
only to re-experience the makyo, but that
taste of something beyond--and I did have
a taste with that flash which showed me
the infinite joy of Buddha-nature--left me
thirsty, left me knowing that there is
also ~ore, so much more to Buddha-nature
than that. But that was hidden in clouds
at the st.nnmit and I was still on a plateau, even though a beautiful one.
The closing hours of the sesshin approached. I ~poke to you for the last
time and said that I had failed to recapture what I had had the day before, but
that I was still in there fighting. "Continue on!" you said.

At the end of the day's formal sitting I accompanied my wife on a walk
around the block, which turned out to
be a mistake. The great love I felt
for the whole world, and especially for
her, would, I thought, help to hold me
in. But again my concentration slipped.
In subsequent sittings after 10:00 I
could not grasp at Mu with the necessary intensity. Thinking that perhaps
physical action--the swinging and swaying of my active Mu--would help, I went
to the dokusan room and played out my
part. To no avail. Mu couldn't be
reached that way. Very well then, I
would rest and try again in the morning.
Morning came. The final day. My
concentrating on Mu seemed as strong as
the day before. Ego wasn't interfering

l
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I went out looking again for some sort
of Mu,' if not the Mu of wild abandonment,
at least a Mu that could take me through
to something. I tried to concentrate as
deeply as possible, but nothing much happened. In desperation I left the zendo
during kinhin to spend a half an hour in
the upstairs room swinging in wild abandonment in imitation of the joyful Mu, in
an attempt to see if any part of it could
be brought back by the physical activity.
I did seem to hold on better to it, but
whenever the swinging or the vocalizing
stopped, there was no carry-over, no real
feeling. So finally I simply relaxed,
and at 'least reached a stage of equanimity.
I went downstairs, joining the next
kinhin. There wourd be two more sittings,
and my knees felt as though they could
take that much. The pain was more than
anticipated. Through the two final sittings it was gruelling. I tried to be

and down, direct opposites.
begets the other •••

one with it. But in the end I was beaten. Thus, when the final bell rang it
brought, not relief but resentment. In
the kinhin that followed I felt nothing,
nothing but sore knees, which is the way
the sesshin ended, with the final words,
the final vows. 'Well,' I thought, 'at
least the pain is over. I did get my
sign.' But underneath, the resentment
was still there and as we filed out it
inundated me.
While others beamed in
great joy, a joy which had been mine
the day before, I was jealous and hated
them. I was still able to be civil but
knew that I had to get out of there as
quickly as possible. So naturally, my
car was late and I was deluged with people, some joyous, others just wanting
to talk.
Finally, as my wife and I drove away
on a narrow street, a woman hesitated
to pass me. She had more than a foot
to get by, but somehow she was afraid
and, oh, I exploded! I rolled down my
window and cursed a stranger. All the
civility and politeness couldn't contain my resentment any longer. Then
I really knew I was in trouble, and
that's why I tried to telephone you.
Such a tragic end, yet I know that
even here was a tremendous lesson--an
illustration of cause and effect, up

In reading what I have written above I
recognize a somewhat sexual orientation.
I suppose to someone who thinks sex is
ugly this letter is greatly distorted by
the use of such analogies. I, however,
have never experienced drugs, and have no
wish to. Sex is many times more enjoyable
and exciting to me than alcohol. There
seem no other metaphors that even come
close to expressing the tremendous exhilaration, love, and joy that I found in
that upstairs room.
Also I think that this letter is, among
other things, a song of love to my bride
of sixteen years, who is typing this for
me, and whose love, both spiritual and
physical, has been the greatest thing in
my life, and whose beauty in every sense
of the word has increased with each passing year. Thus the analogies are right,
or at least the best that I can make them.
I regret having had to burden you with
such a long letter. My only question is,
'How can I go forward from here '?' Help
me, please.
With love,
(Signed)
,'(

~'<

*

One extreme

THE COUNTRY PLACE
Thanks to the dedication and generosity of members and friends, the Zen
Center is now full owner of both 64-66
Meigs Street and 1 The Country Place.•

people, residents and guests--a Center
for every-day living and the heightened
activities of sesshin, at once completely Zen and completely American.

The Meigs Street house, in addition
to lodging members and staff of the Center, has already allowed a 25% increase
in sesshin participants. (Applicants
are still turned away from every sesshin
for lack of space.)

It is hoped that James Rose, a member
of the Center and a well-known landscape
architect, will coordinate the project,
working closely with Sensei and the
Planning Committee over the next few
years. A graduate of Cornell and the
Harvard School of Design, who has taught
at Columbia, Pratt Institute, Cooper
Union and Princeton, Mr. Rose and his
work have been the subject of two books
published by Reinhold. His idea is to
develop the site as a totality so that

The country place is covered with
deep drifts of snow as the Country Land
Planning Committee begins to explore
ways and means of realizing our vision
of a new spiritual community--one that
would serve single, married and monastic
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land and structures will become extensions of each other and expressions of
the life of the Center.
Another member, Alan Temple, a graduate of the Harvard Business School and
president of Harrison Homes, Rochester's
largest home builder, will continue to
donate his services as consultant and
contractor.
Others, an architectural designer, a
surveyor, engineers, draftsmen, a conservation expert, professional carpenters and laborers of varied skills have
pledged their time and skill as part of
their Zen training to build this new
extension of our Center.
There will be enough digging, fencing, road-making, gardening, shelterbuilding and technical work to afford an
expanded training program over the coming spring-sunnner-fall. The year 1972
should see construction in full swing.
The Planning Committee will present
its basic plan at the coming annual membership meeting in May, but the real unveiling will take place at a two-day
Land Dedication Festival this summer on
the land itself.
The Meigs Street house and the land
together cost $63,000 plus legal and tax
fees, and the amount so far contributed
covers both purchases almost exactly.
With the major work of reconstruction
at 7 Arnold Park completed, the Center
staff and Board of Directors are all
striving to cut expenses to the bone so
that a good portion of the Center's regular income can be diverted to the country place. All donations from training
programs and Sensei's seminar-workshops
in Rochester and around the country are
now going to this fund. The Meigs
Street house is beginning to provide a
small but steady return. In fact, several members there are regularly con-

tributing far above their set rents in
gratitude for this fine place to carry
on their practice. But obviously more
financial help will be needed.
Our estimated goal of $250,000 is
still a long way off, yet response to the
initial need indicates it is not at all
unrealistic. How soon the Country Center wil~ become a living reality depends
not only on those engaged in its physical construction. It depends also on the
conviction of all members and friends
that the Center is so vital to the needs
of our time that it must be wholeheartedly supported.

CUSHION PROJECT
Zen Center zazen cushions are now
being sat on in Switzerland, West Germany, Tuna Puna (British West Indies
Federation) and an American Naval ship
in the South China Sea. Anyone else
interested in obtaining cushions for
zazen can write to the Rochester Center
c/o 'Cushion Project' for information.
(NOTE: please do not enclose payment
for postage with your cushion order.
We will notify you by postcard of the
exact cost of shipment.)

APOLOGY
Subscribers to ZEN BOW will, we
trust, understand the delayed publication dates of the recent past. The
reconstruction of 7 Arnold Park has
required most of the time and effort
of members. This work is almost completed, making it now possible to catch
up with overdue issues and bring out
each ZEN BOW at its proper time in
the future--we hope.

ZEN BOW is published every other month by the Zen Meditation Center ff Rochester,
7 Arnold Park, Rochester, New York 14607. Adviser: Philip Kapleau. Editor:
Paterson Simons. Staff: Suzanne Meyers, Maree Wilcove. Voluntary subscription
rate: one year, $3; two years, $5.00; three years, $7.50.
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A TRAVEL STORY
There once was an ·Egyptian peasant who was very poor. He was t1le poorest man in
the poorest village in the Great Desert. He also had a wife, a mother-in-law and
9 children. They all lived in a hovel of mud and dried- grass. Behind their house
was a thorn-bush.
One night the man had a dream. He always had marvelous dreams and he always believed in them. This dream was particularly marvelous, however, for it was set in
Russia on the edge of a great ~forest. Standing in the distance was a splendid castle from whose parapets and towers fluttered many brightly-colored pennants. A
short distance from the edge of the forest were two tall cryptomeria trees, and
buried in the ground between them was a chest of gold.
"Aha!" cried the man, awakening from his dream. "This was no ordinary dream,
but a revelation. I will go to Russia, bring back that gold and end my days a
happy and contented man." So he packed his meager belongings and bid farewell to
his family, saying, "Don't worry. After I return we will all be rich and famous."
For ten long years the man journeyed, suffering many hardships. At last, after
many days travel through a thick forest,he arrived at its edge. Not far from him
were two cryptomeria trees and beyond them, in the distance, a great castle. He
had found the place of his dream! However, marching between the two trees were a
pair of fierce-looking soldiers. One of them had a red beard.
'Oh! what shall I do?' thought the man.
'Here suddenly are two fierce-looking
soldiers carrying spears. They weren't in my dream. How will I ever get the chest
of gold?' So he sat down in despair behind a large myrtle bush and thought and
thought. Finally he said to himself, 11 know! It is almost noon. When the soldiers go away for their siesta, I will dig up the gold and carry it off. For now
I wi 11 hide behind this large myrtle bush.' So he hid.
When the sun was directly overhead, the two soldiers walked some distance off,
sat down and ate their lunch. Then they lay back and fell asleep. After a while,
the man emerged from behind the myrtle bush and began digging surreptitiously.
Soon the dirt was flying, but while he was thus engaged, the two soldiers awoke.
Sneaking up, they caught the man by the arms. "Egyptian," they said (they knew he
was Egyptian by his dress), "what are you doing digging here?"
11 Please do not harm me!" he cried.
"Ten years ago I had a dream about this very
place and right beneath this spot was a chest of gold. I'm certain it's here.
I've travelled ten years to get it, leaving wife and family and enduring many hardships. Please don't deny it to me!"

The soldier with the red beard looked sharply at the Egyptian. "You FOOL!" he
exploded. "To leave your dear family and travel all these years on the basis of a
mere dream--you must be mad! Why, ten years ago I too had a dream. It was set in
YOUR country and in it was a man such as yourself who had a wife, a mother-in-law
and 9 children. They lived in a mud ,and thatch hovel while unbeknownst to them
there was a chest of gold buried under a thorn-bush in their back yard! Do you
think I was fool enough to leave my home and family on a wild-goose chase like
that!"
"Why, you're describing MY house!" exclaimed the astonished peasant.
dier pushed him to the ground in disgust and walked away.

The sol-

r

Ten years later the Egyptian finally reached home. And sure enough, there beneath the thorn-bush in his back yard he uncovered an immense chest of gold.
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